
Stage I - Seville, Almohad capital
As am introduction to this first stage of our route, we will offer a walk along Almohad Seville, 
rediscovering this historic legacy through its archaeological and architectural remains, the 
stories and memories of those landmarks that made part of their history, and which, in some 
way, still belong to them.

After an interesting visit we will move on to Cadiz, where we will have our fist overnight stay 
and we will enjoy a lovely evening meal as a welcome to Cadiz terrain.

In the first century of XII century, in the Western part of Maghreb a Berber Dynasty 
arises headed by Muhammad h. Tumart: the almohads (al muwahhidun) Isbiliya, 
capital of al-Andalus, under this dynasty, lived its maximum splendor, during that 
last century of Islamic presence (1147-1248)



Stage II - Road to the Strait...
CADIZ - VEJER DE LA FRONTERA - BOLONIA - TARIFA. 

The second stage of our journey will begging in Cadiz, a city that conveys light, history and 
happiness in each corner of its bay. After a stroll through it most important spots we will 
continue on towards the Strait of Gibraltar and we will visit some unique towns such as Vejer 
de la Frontera, Bolonia and Tarifa. In this last one we will stay overnight and the following day 
sail towards Morocco.



Stage III - Strait Crossing

Stage IV - Heading on to Fez…

Stage V - Around Marraquech 

Stage VI - Back to Spain

TARIFA- TANGIER- TETUAN - CHAOUEN
 
From Tarifa we will cross the Strait towards Tangier, and continue our itinerary to Tetuan and 
Chaouen, two cities imbued with the legacy of al-Andalus. Evening meal and lodging.
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FEZ - VOLUBILIS - MEKNES  

This stage will be centered on the city in which a great mix of artistic and intellectual trends 
of Eastern and Western Muslim culture merged: Fez. We will enjoy two overnight stays in half 
board room and from here we will visit the archaeological ruins of Volubilis and the imperial city 
of Meknes.

MARRAQUECH 

In this next to last stage we will discover one of Morocco’s most important cultural stages, ancient 
almoravide and almohad capital: Marraquech. Two night stay with half board basis, to enjoy a 
touristic and cultural experience which you will always remember.

Our itinerary has come to an end. Transfer to airport to embark with destination to Spain.

Note: don’t hesitate to inquire if you prefer getting to know more of this wonderful country, we will suggest 
interesting options.


